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Introduction
There is a data explosion overtaking medicine and biology due to the development of high-throughput technologies for measuring most molecular
constituents of cells. Novel sequencing approaches are now nearing the
$1000 genome. SNPchips already measure individual genetic variation for
the same cost, and microrarrays provide a global picture of the transcripts,
with miRNAs and exon level analyses beginning. Proteomic measurements,
both from mass spectrometry and from antibody arrays, are probing increasing amounts of the proteome, and NMR techniques are doing the same
for metabolic components. The goal is a deeper view into the complexity
of biological systems, with the ultimate prize being personalized medicine
and finely targeted therapies.
The deluge of data has created new problems, some held in common
with older fields dealing with high-throughput data (e.g., particle physics)
and others unique to the field (i.e., context dependent data from cell types,
environment, etc.). Already it is impossible for any individual or research
group to review the available data, bring it together, integrate it across the
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various molecular domains either directly, such as DNA exons to specific
mRNA variant, or in context, such as by pathway, and analyze it. It is
necessary to develop methods to encode data in forms usable by automated
systems, to encapsulate our knowledge of the biology and medicine, and to
leverage this knowledge during analysis.
Data integration can be done at a number of levels.1 Encoding of data
will ideally use a formal ontology that encodes our knowledge,2 and at least
will utilize standards as provided by controlled vocabularies3 or mediated
schemas.4 Future data systems are likely to comprise both data warehouses,
for subsets of data within a single institution,5 and data federation, for
automated querying of data from multiple sources.6
This session focuses on steps along the path to the integration of genomic
data, the automated capture of biological information, the development of
analyses that leverage biological knowledge, and the creation of integrated
and federated data resources.
Papers
The first three papers in this session focus on integrating data from multiple
data sources. Carey and Gentleman present a new data structure within the
R/Bioconductor system that integrates SNP, expression, annotation, and
phenotypic data and which links to the many existing Bioconductor tools for
analysis, as well as to the UCSC genome browser for visualization. Hart and
Mukhyala describe the UNISON database system and web interface, which
integrates proteomics data from many sources, precomputes structures and
other values, and provides a rich set of query tools. Shen-Orr and colleagues
introduce a knowledgebase of the adaptive immune system and its cytokine
mediated cell-cell interactions. This knowledgebase was generated through
text mining using an approach focused on a minimal number of terms and
their synonyms.
The next two papers integrate data across multiple species to gain insight into cellular processes. Bidaut and Stoeckert integrate expression data
from mouse and human tissues using homologene and cell hierarchy. They
then utilize an artificial neural network classifier to deduce transcriptional
signatures for different points along the differentiation of stem cells. Fox,
Taylor and Slonim link protein interaction data across four species and identify novel features of hub proteins, showing that the interaction partners of
hub proteins are more conserved across evolution than other proteins.
The final four papers utilize prior information from biological studies to
refine biomarker discovery and genome wide association studies. Phan and
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colleagues refine support vector machine learning of biomarkers by modifying the distance metric comparing expression profiles based on reliable
biomarkers reported in the literature. Webb-Robertson and colleagues use
a Bayesian framework to integrate proteomic and metabolomic data for
improved detection of pathogens. Bush, Dudek, and Ritchie address the
combinatoric explosion in GWAS when looking for combinations of SNPs
linked to a disease by focusing analysis on SNPs related to pathways or
genes linked to the disease under study. Pan and colleagues use local phylogenic alignments in GWAS to guide the choice of regions under study.
These papers demonstrate all aspects of the focus of this PSB session.
While it is very early in the era of knowledge-driven analysis in the biomedical sciences, these papers show that difficult problems are beginning to be
solved by new approaches that rely on data integration. These approaches
include both tools for linking diverse data across molecular domains and
species and methods that leverage prior knowledge to provide new insights
into biology. As our data resources continue to grow exponentially, such
methods will grow in importance and should provide ever greater insight.
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